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Preface
Intrinsically disordered proteins (IDPs) are proteins without stable three-dimensional
structures under physiological conditions. They are also called intrinsically unstructured proteins (IUPs). Fig. 1 shows the number of search results of Google Scholar
(http://scholar.google.com) plotted against the year of publication. The search
words are “intrinsically disordered” protein and “intrinsically unstructured” protein .
Both curves begin to increase at the end of 20th century. It might not be a coincidence that the review paper of Wright and Dyson entitled “Intrinsically Unstructured
Proteins: Re-assessing the Protein Structure-Function Paradigm” was published in
1999 (1). These numbers have also increased in recent years, and thousands of scholarly documents including these words have been published in 2013. Therefore, I can
say that IDP has been recognized as a new research target in protein science.
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Figure 1: The number of the search results of Google Scholar plotted against publication
year (1994–2013).
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0. PREFACE

The new edition of “Molecular Biology of the Cell”, which is one of the most famous
textbooks in molecular biology, was published in December 2014 (2). In this textbook,
there is a newly added section entitled “Proteins Contain a Surprisingly Large Amount
of Intrinsically Disordered Polypeptide Chain” in Chapter 3, and this section explains
IDPs with some examples. Thus, I can also say that the existence of IDPs has become
common knowledge in molecular biology. In this thesis, I explain the basic properties
of IDPs in comparison with those of folded proteins in Chap. 1 of Part I.
Although the existence of IDPs is now well established, there is a fundamental
question about intrinsic disorder. Genome-wide analysis using a bioinformatic disorder
predictor shows that higher organisms have more IDPs in their genomes, and about
one-third of human proteins contain half or more disordered residues in their aminoacid sequences. Their persistence under selective pressure makes me think of functional
advantages over globular proteins in some biological functions. Then, I would like to
ask, “What is the advantage of IDPs?” In Part II, I discuss about the advantage of
IDPs on binding processes by constructing and analyzing the lattice model of an IDP.
α-synuclein (α-syn) is one of IDPs which forms amyloid fibrils in highly concentrated solutions. It is known that the fibril formation is accelerated by macromolecular
crowding, and White et al. suggested that this acceleration is the characteristic property of IDPs (3). In order to explore the relation between intrinsic disorder of α-syn
and macromolecular crowding in the fibrillation processes I constructed and analyzed
the lattice model of IDPs. In Part III, I describe the basic properties of α-syn, the
construction of the model and its analysis.
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Part I

Introduction to Intrinsically
Disordered Proteins

1

1

Intrinsically Disordered Proteins
Proteins and protein fragments without secondary and tertiary structures under physiological conditions are called intrinsically disordered proteins (IDPs). Much attention
has been paid to IDPs thanks to the development of techniques for experiments and
bioinformatics to analyze structural and physicochemical properties of IDPs since the
end of the 20th century. One of the reasons for the interest is that aggregates of IDPs
are found in the pathologies of neurodegenerative diseases such as Alzheimer’s disease,
Parkinson’s disease and Huntington’s disease. The characteristic binding processes of
IDPs, which are called “coupled folding and binding”, also interest researchers including physicists and chemists. In this chapter, I compare the biological functions and
physicochemical properties of IDPs with those of folded proteins to explain the specific
properties of IDPs.

1.1

Functions and structures of folded proteins

Proteins are polypeptides with amino-acid sequence encoded by genes, and they have
diverse functions in biological systems. Some examples are shown in Fig. 1.1. Enzymes
accelerate the rate of chemical reactions. Structural proteins support a cell structure.
Motor proteins convert the free energy of adenosine triphosphate (ATP) into power
to move themselves. Transporters actively or inactively transport specific substances
across biological membranes. This functional diversity is realized by protein structures.
The chemical structures of proteins are linear chains of naturally occurring amino
acids, which are called primary structures. Some protein regions fold into α-helix or
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Figure 1.1: Examples of functional proteins.

β-sheet structures in a sequence-dependent manner. These local structures, which are
called secondary structures, interact with each other to form thermally stable threedimensional structures, which are called tertiary structures. Fig. 1.2 shows three types
of representations of a tertiary structure of ribonuclease (RNase) as examples. Assemblies of protein subunits which have tertiary structures are called quaternary structures.
The atomic coordinates of tertiary or quaternary structures are determined by X-ray
crystallography, nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) or electron microscopy (EM). Over
100,000 resolved structures of proteins and nucleic acids are stored in the Protein Data
Bank (PDB) (4) today. In many cases, these structural data tell us about the biological functions of the proteins. These biologically functional structures are referred
to as native structures. The processes for forming native structures are called protein
folding.

1.2

Thermodynamics of protein folding

Anfinsen and his collaborators revealed that RNase spontaneously refolds into a native structure after removal of denaturant (6, 7). They hypothesized that the genetic
sequences of amino acids determine the thermally stable native structures which are
formed after spontaneous folding, and this hypothesis is known as Anfinsen’s dogma.

4
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Figure 1.2: Three types of representations of a tertiary structure of ribonuclease (RNase;
PDB code, 1DZA). (a) Atoms of RNase except hydrogen atoms are shown as spheres.
Carbon, nitrogen, oxygen and sulfur atoms are colored white, blue, red and yellow, respectively. (b) Atoms and covalent bonds of RNase except hydrogen atoms are represented
as branched sticks. Colors are the same as (a). (c) Cartoon representation of backbone
atoms of RNase. α-helix structures are shown as spirals, and β-sheet structures are shown
as arrows. NH2 -terminal (N-terminal) of the protein is colored blue, and COOH-terminal
(C-terminal) is colored red. Other residues gradually change their colors along with the
sequence. The images are created with PyMOL (5).

Since polypeptide chains with random amino-acid sequences never fold into a specific
structure, it is considered that the structural properties of proteins are acquired during
Darwinian evolution.
The characteristic thermodynamic properties of proteins are given by calorimetric
experiments. Fig. 1.3 shows the typical behavior of temperature dependence of the
specific heat. Proteins are in a native state in the low temperature region, and they are
in denatured states above the peak temperature. There is a first-order-like transition
around the peak temperature. In the early study of differential scanning calorimetry
(DSC), Privalov and Khechinashvili measured the temperature dependence curves of
the specific heat for the five proteins of which the X-ray structures had already been
resolved, and they showed that the van’t Hoff enthalpy calculated from two states
model, which includes the native state and the denatured state, agrees well with the
enthalpy measured by the experiments (8). Therefore, the heat denaturation transition
shown above is called two-state transition. The two-state transition is generally found
in single-domain globular proteins, and this transition suggest that the intramolecular
interactions to form a native conformation are cooperative (9).

5
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Figure 1.3: Typical behavior of the temperature dependence of specific heat.

1.3

Thermodynamic models for protein folding

The two-state transition of proteins is described by theoretical works of Gō and his
collaborators based on statistical mechanics. In the second half of 1970, Taketomi
and Gō constructed lattice protein models on two-dimensional lattices (10, 11). They
modeled a protein as a self-avoiding walk (SAW) with intrachain interactions. A SAW
is a path on a lattice with the spatial restriction that the path must not visit the same
site more than once, which is the representation of the excluded volume effect of amino
acid residues. Each amino acid residue is simplified as a single site on a two-dimensional
lattice in this representation. They modeled three proteins labeled A, B and C. The
amino-acid length of these models is 49.
The definition of the intrachain interactions of the A and B models are shown
in Fig. 1.4 (b). In this figure, black squares specify the intrachain interaction pairs
of the A model. These pairs correspond to the nearest-neighboring pairs in the native
conformation shown in Fig. 1.4 (a) except the residue pairs connected by peptide bonds.
These residue pairs are called native contact pairs. If the native contact pair residues
are on the two adjacent sites in an arbitrary conformation of a lattice protein, each
of these residue pairs have the negative energy −ε (ε > 0). The entropic effect of
solvent is implicitly included in the intrachain interaction, and thus the intrachain
interactions defined above are free energy rather than energy. The effect of pressure
exerted on a protein solution is not included in the model, and I do not distinguish
enthalpy and energy, or the Gibbs free energy and the Helmholtz free energy. In the
native conformation shown in Fig. 1.4 (a), there are 36 native contact pairs, and thus
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Figure 1.4: The Gō model. (a) The native structure for the A and B models of the Gō
model. (b) The definition of the native contact pairs for the A (black) and B (black and
gray) models. The axes are indices of amino acid residues. These figures are reproduced
from Gō and Taketomi (1978), Proc. Natl. Acad. Sci. USA 75, 559–563.

the ground-state energy E0 is −36ε. This is the original version of the so-called Gō
model. In the original Gō model, there is no frustration in the interaction pairs. In
other words, the interactions of all the contact pairs are consistent with each other.
This is one of the ideal protein models which represent the cooperative interactions of
proteins.
The intrachain interaction pairs of the B model are defined by adding the pairs
specified by the gray squares in Fig. 1.4 (b) to the pairs of the A model. These added
pairs were randomly selected from residue pairs, and also have the negative energy −ε
(ε > 0). These newly added interaction pairs do not change the ground state from
the native conformation shown in Fig. 1.4 (a), and thus the ground-state energy is the
same as the A model. There are frustrations in the interaction pairs, and thus the
interactions are not fully consistent.
The intrachain interactions of the C model is defined by all pairs of amino acid
residues except the residue pairs connected by peptide bonds. Although the groundstate energy is the same value as the A and B models, there are many degenerated
ground states. This is the inconsistent limit of intramolecular interactions.
I calculated the number of state Ω(E) of these models using the multi-self-overlap
ensemble (MSOE) Monte Carlo method (12, 13), which is explained in Chap. 3.1. I
take ε = 1 and the Boltzmann constant kB = 1. In the calculation of Ω(E), I did
not consider translational entropy, and thus the number of ground states of the A
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Figure 1.5: Thermodynamic properties of the Gō model. (a) Energy E dependences of
entropy S for the A, B and C models are shown as black curves. The two red lines labeled
as line A and line B are tangent at the two points of the E–S curves of the model A and
the model B, respectively. The line A is written as S = T1A (E − E0 ) + log Ω(E0 ), and the
f

line B is written as S =

1
(E
TfB

− E0 ) + log Ω(E0 ), where TfA = 0.78, TfB = 0.66, E0 = −36

and Ω(E0 ) = 8. (b) The specific heat C for the A, B and C models. The scale of the
vertical axis on the left is shown for the A and B models, and that on the right is shown
for the C model.

and B models is 8 including rotation-symmetric conformations and mirror-symmetric
conformations. Both of the energy dependence of entropy S and partition function Z
are calculated from Ω(E). The former one is written as the logarithm of the number
P
of states S = log Ω(E). The latter one is given by Z = E Ω(E) exp(−E/T ). Specific
heat C is calculated by

C=

dhEi
= hE 2 i − hEi2 =
dT

P

E

E
E 2 Ω(E) e− T

Z

nP
−

E

−T
E E Ω(E) e

Z2

o2
(1.1)

The energy dependence of S is shown in Fig. 1.5 (a), and the temperature dependence
of C is shown in Fig. 1.5 (b). Thanks to the power of today’s computer and the power
of the MSOE, I obtained more accurate entropy and specific heat than those in the
Taketomi and Gō’s paper.
The specific heat of the A model in Fig. 1.5 (b) has a sharp peak, and shows a
first-order-like transition. I can calculate the free energy F = E − T S for each point on
the curves of S(E) in Fig. 1.5 (a). Energy state with smallest free energy is the most
probable state in equilibrium. If I rewrite F = E − T S as S =

F
1
TE− T ,

I can determine

− FT by S(0). In the high temperature, the most probable state is in E ∼ −2–0. The
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large number of disordered conformations is included in these high-entropy states, and
thus the A model is in denatured states. As T decreases, the most probable state
switches to the ground state at TfA . Here, TfA is the inverse of the slope of the line A
shown in Fig. 1.5 (a), which is tangent at the two points of the E–S curve of the A
model, and this temperature corresponds to the peak temperature of the specific heat.
There are no intermediate states in the transition, and the A model shows the twostate transition between the denatured state and the native state. Gō and Taketomi
are the first researchers who discussed the characteristic energy landscape of proteins
using a theoretical model with the simplified protein structures based on statistical
mechanics (10, 11, 14).
Although the peak of the specific heat of the B model is less sharp than that of
the A model, it also show a two-state transition at TfB , which is the inverse of the
slope of the line B shown in Fig. 1.5 (a) and corresponds to the peak temperature of
the specific heat. The specific heat of the C model, however, does not have a single
sharp peak, and the most probable states gradually approaches to the native state.
This is different from the behavior which I described in Fig. 1.2. Therefore, it might
be true that consistency of intrachain interactions gives thermodynamic properties of
proteins. After this paper, Gō started to argue that the consistency of interactions is
important to the two-state transition, and he called it as “consistency principle“ in the
thermodynamics of proteins (15).
Fig. 1.6 shows the conceptual picture of the characteristic energy landscape given
by Taketomi and Gō. After the work by Gō and his collaborators, this energy landscape
began to be known as a funnel-like energy landscape or a funnel landscape, which is
named after the funnel-shaped object given by rotating the E–S curve.

1.4

Disordered proteins are also functional

I have discussed the functions and structural properties of folded proteins above. Here,
I introduce the proteins which are unfolded and functional under physiological conditions. These proteins are called intrinsically disordered proteins (IDPs) or intrinsically
unstructured proteins (IUPs). In 1999, Wright and Dyson reviewed NMR studies about
the binding processes of IDPs to their biological targets (1). Since disordered regions of
proteins were notorious as crystallization inhibitor, they were not considered as research
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Figure 1.6: The conceptual picture of the energy landscape given by the Gō model. If
I rotate the E–S curve around the E axis, it will become a funnel-shaped object. This
shape is the word origin of the “funnel landscape”.

Figure 1.7: The conceptual picture of coupled folding and binding. The IDP is shown in
pink and the target is shown in green.

targets for many researchers at that time. Their review, however, highlighted the functional aspects of IDPs, and brought IDPs to the attention of researchers. Therefore,
the review is considered as one of the important milestones of IDPs. Wright and Dyson
reported that many of IDPs have specific binding partners, and characteristic binding
processes called coupled folding and binding have been observed by NMR. Fig. 1.7
shows the conceptual picture of the coupled folding and binding. The typical functions
of IDPs are the following: binding to nucleic acids regulates transcription or translation, and binding to a signaling target leads to signal transduction. In these processes,
IDPs bind to their partners and fold into a specific structure (16, 17, 18, 19, 20).
Wright and Dyson also mentioned the development of the bioinformatic analysis of
protein databases in their 1999 review. Wootton and Federhen defined the complexity
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of protein sequences, and analyzed protein sequence of PDB and Swiss-Prot (21) in their
1993 and 1994 papaers (22, 23, 24). Swiss-Prot is a protein-sequence database and is
now a part of UniProt (25), Protein sequences of PDB are representative of structural
proteins while those of Swiss-Prot include many proteins of which structures have not
been resolved. They found that low complexity and highly repetitive sequences are only
in Swiss-Prot. This work implicitly suggested the sequence properties of unstructured
proteins.
After Wootton and Federhen’s papers, many research groups started to develop
tools to predict disordered regions based on sequence properties. Ward and his coworkers developed DISPRED2, and concluded that one-third of eukaryotic proteins are
IDPs(26). Xue and his collaborators obtained similar results (27, 28).
Many IDPs are known as hub proteins in signaling networks (29, 30, 31, 32), and
the evolutionary persistence of IDPs under selective pressure makes us think of their
functional advantages over globular proteins in signaling processes. One of the proposed
advantages of IDPs is adaptability of their shapes to several binding targets, which is
a suitable property for signaling hubs (33, 34). Another proposed advantage of IDPs
is the fast binding process due to its comparatively long capture radius (35), which
is called the fly-casting mechanism. In Part. II, I propose a new advantage of IDPs,
focusing on how they recognize their targets.
In the recognition process, an IDP transiently interacts with a tentative target and
searches for a biologically functional bound form. If the transient complex is not sufficiently stabilized by the intermolecular interaction, the complex is finally dissociated
by thermal fluctuations with a comparatively short lifetime. Since the lifetime depends
on the free-energy barrier to dissociation, stabilization of the complex in the early stage
of the binding process is important to successfully recognize the correct target at an
accidental encounter.
In some of IDP-target complexes, however, not all of the interaction sites are exposed outside of the target molecule and easily accessible. The p27Kip1 /cyclin A/cyclindependent kinase 2 (Cdk2) complex is a good example.

p27 is known to be an

IDP (33, 36), and binds to the binary complex of cyclin A and Cdk2 (37). Cdk2
in the binary complex has intramolecular hydrophobic interaction sites (38, 39) which
are finally exposed to p27 upon binding (40). As another example, the phosphorylated
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kinase inducible activation domain (pKID) of the transcription factor cyclic-AMPresponse-element-binding protein (CREB), which is known to be an IDP (18), binds to
the KID-binding (KIX) domain of CREB binding protein inserting one of the hydrophobic residues deeply into the buried interaction pocket of KIX (18). In both examples
of hidden binding sites, binding processes are not simple two-state transitions between
a dissociated state and a bound state. It has been shown using isothermal titration
calorimetry (ITC) and surface plasmon resonance (SPR) that p27 binds cyclin A before
it binds to Cdk2 (36). In the binding process between pKID and KIX, the intermediate
bound state has been observed by NMR titrations and

15 N

relaxation dispersion (19).

In this intermediate state, the buried interaction site of the target does not completely
interact with pKID. I consider that the stepwise target recognition is a characteristic
binding process between an IDP and its target with the “hidden” binding sites and it
is a functional advantage of IDPs, that is, the stepwise target recognition enables IDPs
to access these hidden binding sites. In Part. II, I construct a lattice model of an IDP
based on the extended HP model (41), and investigate the target recognition processes
using computer simulations of the model.

1.5

Macromolecular crowding

A cellular environment is crowded with macromolecules such as proteins and nucleic
acids. Zimmerman and Trach estimated that the concentration of macromolecules is
around 300–400 [g/l] in the cytoplasm of Escherichia coli, which is a type of bacteria, from their experiments (42). Minton pointed out the importance of the effect of
this crowded environment, which is called macromolecular crowding effect, on structural stability and reactivity of proteins and other macromolecules (43). He theoretically discussed the excluded volume effect of macromolecules based on statistical
thermodynamics, and suggested that macromolecular crowding stabilizes the tertiary
or quaternary structures of proteins. The predictions of the theoretical models semiquantitatively agree with experiments using crowding agents such as Ficoll, dextran
and polyethylene glycol to mimic the effect of macromolecular crowding (44, 45). In
Part III, I discuss a relation between macromolecular crowding and the stability of
IDPs.
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Part II

Binding Processes of an
Intrinsically Disordered Protein
to a Specific Target Protein
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2

Overview
An IDP lacks a stable three-dimensional structure, while it folds into a specific structure when it binds to a target molecule. In some IDP-target complexes, not all targetbinding surfaces are exposed on the outside, and intermediate states are observed in
their binding processes. I consider that stepwise target recognition via intermediate
states is a characteristic of IDP binding to targets with the “hidden” binding sites. To
investigate IDP binding to the hidden target binding sites, I construct an IDP lattice
model based on the HP model. In my model, the IDP is modeled as a chain and the
target is modeled as a highly coarse-grained object. I introduce motion and internal
interactions to the target to hide its binding sites. In the case of unhidden binding
sites, a two-state transition between the free states and a bound state is observed, and
I consider that this represents coupled folding and binding. Introducing the hidden
binding sites, I find an intermediate bound state in which the IDP forms various structures to temporarily stabilize the complex. The intermediate state provides a scaffold
for the IDP to access the hidden binding site. I call this process multiform binding. I
conclude that the structural flexibility of IDPs enables them to access hidden binding
sites, and this is a functional advantage of IDPs.

15
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3

Model and Method
In the HP model, proteins are simplified as two-letter sequences of polar (P) and hydrophobic (H) residues and only hydrophobic interactions between H residues are considered. This model has been used to analyze the kinetics and thermodynamics of
protein folding (46, 47, 48), in which the hydrophobic interactions play a major role.
Although IDPs themselves do not contain sufficient hydrophobic residues to stabilize
a specific structure (49), hydrophobic interactions are still important for IDPs to bind
to their target molecules (16, 17, 18, 40, 50). I then consider that the HP model can
be applied to a binding process of an IDP and a target.
I assume two important properties which a model for an IDP and its target should
have. Firstly, I assume that IDPs do not form specific structures in free states. Secondly,
I assume that the IDP and its target have a native bound state which is a non-degenerate
ground state, and that the IDP adopts a specific structure in this bound state. The
second assumption comes from the fact that many of the specific bound forms of IDPtarget complexes were detected by crystal or NMR structures with sufficient stability.
I introduce the second type of hydrophobic residues (H0 ) to the HP model. In this
extended model, a protein is modeled as a sequence of three types of residues: two
types of hydrophobic residues (H, H0 ) and one type of polar residue (P). I construct
a model of IDP by using this model, in which the IDP is modeled as a chain and
the target is modeled as a highly coarse-grained object designed as a combination of
plates which represent the binding surface. I design a unique ground state of these
two molecules as a bound state of an IDP and its target. The designed bound state is
shown in Fig. 3.1A, and I call it the native bound state in this thesis. By separating the
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A

B

C

Front

Back

Figure 3.1: The lattice model of an IDP and a specific target. (A) The designed native
bound structure is composed of the IDP which forms a helical structure and the binding
surface of the target molecule. The IDP is modeled as a chain and the target is modeled as
a combination of plates which represent the binding surface. H, H0 and P residues of the
IDP are denoted by filled circles, circles with a dot, and open circles, respectively. Filled
squares on the binding surface denote H interaction sites and squares with a dot denote
H0 interaction sites. (B) Hydrophobic residues come together on one side of the helical
structure of the IDP to form an amphipathic helix. (C) Target conformation in the native
bound state.
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Figure 3.2: Hydrophobic interactions in the native bound state. The hydrophobic
residues of the helical structure are divided into four parts (a-d), and interactions between
hydrophobic residues are colored pink (H-H interactions) and blue (H0 -H0 interactions).
The internal interactions of the IDP are labeled i-m.

IDP and the target of this bound state, I get Fig. 3.1B (target) and Fig. 3.1C (IDP).
In the native bound state, the IDP forms an amphipathic helix, while it lacks a specific
structure in the ground state of the free states.
Each residue of an IDP is at a lattice point, and the whole protein is represented
as a self-avoiding chain. I assume that there are three types of interactions between
(i) H-H, (ii) H0 -H0 and (iii) H-H0 pairs at nearest-neighboring sites, except pairs of
consecutive residues along the chain. Contact energies of these interactions are denoted by εHH , εH 0 H 0 and εHH 0 (εHH , εH 0 H 0 , εHH 0 < 0), respectively. It should be noted
that the hydrophobic interactions include solvent entropy, and thus the “contact energy” actually means “contact free energy”. I use (εHH , εH 0 H 0 , εHH 0 ) = (−2, −1, −1)
throughout this thesis. I assume that there are no interactions between H-P, H0 -P and
P-P pairs. Using the extended HP model, I design a 16-residue sequence of an IDP as
HH0 P3 HH0 P3 HH0 P3 H. In this sequence, the hydrophobic residues come together on one
side of the helical structure to form an amphipathic helix (Fig. 3.1C). In the helical
structure, there are three H-H interactions (k, l and m in Fig. 3.2) and two H0 -H0 interactions (i and j in Fig. 3.2), and the total energy of the intramolecular interactions
of the IDP (EID ) is −8. Many different conformations also have the same energy. The
ground state of the IDP has energy of −10 and is forty eight-fold degenerate. Two of
the ground state conformations are shown in Fig. 4.1B as examples.
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Figure 3.3: The conformations of the left and right parts of the designed target. The
left part has five conformations labeled by ξL (ξL ∈ {1, · · · , 5}) and the right part has five
conformations labeled by ξR (ξR ∈ {1, · · · , 5}). There are no interaction sites on the back
of the binding surface.

I model only the binding surface of the target in order to focus on the recognition
processes. Combining square plates and placing H and H0 interaction sites on them,
I design the binding surface of the native bound state shown in Fig. 3.1B. In this
conformation, all the interaction sites are exposed. Interactions between the IDP and
the interaction sites of the binding surface are also given by the contact energies εHH ,
εH 0 H 0 and εHH 0 . The IDP cannot share the same site with the binding surface due to
the excluded volume effect. As shown in Fig. 3.2, there are six H-H interactions and
four H0 -H0 interactions between the IDP and the binding surface in the native bound
state, and the total energy of the intermolecular interactions (EID-T ) is −16. Adding
EID to EID-T of the native bound state, I get the ground state energy E = −24.
In order to express the hidden binding sites of the target, I remodel the designed
binding surface. Starting from the exposed binding surface shown in Fig. 3.1B, I introduce motion of both sides of the target to open or close the binding surface by adding
five conformations for each side, which are shown in Fig. 3.3. The left and right sides
of the conformations are labeled by ξL (ξL ∈ {1, · · · , 5}) and ξR (ξR ∈ {1, · · · , 5}),
respectively, and a conformation of the whole binding surface is denoted by (ξL , ξR ).
An example of the conformation of the binding surface in the native bound state shown
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Table 3.1: Definitions of surface types for each side of the binding surface. Conformations
of the R surface are limited to ξL = 4 (or ξR = 4), while those of the F and H surfaces take
ξL = 1 − 5 (or ξR = 1 − 5). Only the H surface has the internal interactions to close the
binding surface, which come from non-zero λL (or λR ), while the R and F surfaces do not
have internal interactions.

Surface type

ξL

λL

Surface type

ξR

λR

R (rigid)
F (flexible)
H (hidden)

4
1−5
1−5

0
0
1

R (rigid)
F (flexible)
H (hidden)

4
1−5
1−5

0
0
1

in Fig. 3.1B is (4, 4). In the conformations of ξL = 4 or 5 (or ξR = 4 and 5), all of the
interaction sites are exposed outside, and in the other conformations, some of them are
hidden. To energetically stabilize a conformation with hidden binding sites, I introduce
intramolecular interactions between the interaction sites of the target by defining the
energy of the target as
ET = λL (εHH + εH 0 H 0 )δξL 1 + λR εHH δξR 1 ,

(3.1)

where λL and λR are parameters which take 0 or 1 to control the intramolecular interactions. By setting λL = 1 (or λR = 1) , I can introduce the hidden binding sites. δij
is Kronecker’s delta given by
(
1, if i = j,
δij =
0, otherwise.
Using the conformations and the intramolecular interactions, I define the three
surface types, which are denoted by R (rigid), F (flexible) and H (hidden), for each
side of the binding surface. The defined surface types are shown in Table 3.1. The R
surface is fixed in the form of ξL = 4 (or ξR = 4), and the binding sites are always
exposed. The F surface has flexibility to change its conformation ξL (or ξR ) from 1 to 5.
All of these conformations have the same energy. The H surface is also flexible, while
the hidden conformation ξL = 1 (or ξR = 1) is stabilized by the internal interactions
which come from non-zero λL (or λR ). By selecting the surface types of both sides,
I define the whole surface type of the target and denote it by two-letter prefix, such
as “HF-target”, which means that the left surface is hidden and the right surface is
flexible.
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L
L
L
Figure 3.4: The conceptual picture of an L × L × L cubic system.

I confine the IDP and the target in an L × L × L cubic lattice space surrounded by
walls. Fig. 3.4 shows the conceptual picture of the cubic system. The target is fixed at
the center of the system, while the IDP can move around inside the system. The total
energy of the system is given by
E = EID + ET + EID-T ,

(3.2)

and the partition function is written as
Z=

X

Ω(E)e−E/T ,

(3.3)

E

where Ω(E) is the number of states with energy E. T is temperature (I take the Boltzmann constant kB = 1). I also define the numbers of states Ω(O1 , E) and Ω(O1 , O2 , E)
for the physical quantities O1 and O2 . Further, Ω(O1 , E) and Ω(O1 , O2 , E) fulfill
X
O1

Ω(O1 , E) =

XX

Ω(O1 , O2 , E) = Ω(E).

(3.4)

O1 O2

Using Ω(O1 , E) and Ω(O1 , O2 , E), I define free energies with one and two variables by
(
)
X
−E/T
F (O1 ) = −T log
Ω(O1 , E)e
+ F0 ,
(3.5)
E
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F (O1 , O2 ) = −T log

(
X

)
Ω(O1 , O2 , E)e−E/T

+ F0 ,

(3.6)

E

where F0 is a constant reference value of the free energies. The physical quantities
which I use to calculate free energy are listed in Table 3.2.
Table 3.2: The list of physical quantities to calculate free energies.

Total energy of the intermolecular interactions of the IDP
Total energy of the target
Total energy of the intermolecular interaction between the IDP and the target
Structural similarity to a helical structure
Index for the conformation of the left surface of the target
Index for the conformation of the right surface of the target

EID
ET
EID-T
Nα
ξL
ξR

I calculate the number of states by using the multi-self-overlap ensemble (MSOE)
Monte Carlo method (12, 13), which is an extended version of the multicanonical Monte
Carlo method (51, 52). The MSOE is a powerful tool in analyzing thermal properties
of lattice polymers (48, 53), and is applied for statistical enumeration of self-avoiding
walks (54). I use the Wang-Landau algorithm to produce a weight function for the
MSOE (55, 56). The MSOE successfully attained thermal equilibrium between free
states and the designed bound state.

3.1

Calculating free-energy landscapes by using the MSOE

In the MSOE simulation, I relax the excluded volume condition, and allow the residues
of the IDP to overlap with themselves and with the target. The MSOE makes it possible
to explore the configuration space faster than with the conventional multicanonical
ensemble method. Let V be the number of overlaps. Introducing a weight W (E, V ) as
a function of E and V , I define the transition probability from a state of the system sa
to another state sb as

W (Eb , Vb )
p(sa → sb ) = min
,1 ,
W (Ea , Va )


(3.7)

where Ea and Eb are energy of sa and sb , respectively. In the case of the IDP alone, I
randomly select a residue and change the local conformation of the residue according
to this transition probability. In the case of the system with both the IDP and the
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target, I first select the IDP or the target with a fixed probability, and then change
the state of the selected object according to the transition probability. I iteratively
improve W (E, V ) to be approximately proportional to the inverse of the number of
states 1/Ω(E, V ). Using the determined W (E, V ), the MSOE simulation produces a
flat histogram H(E, V ). The V = 0 subspace corresponds to the conventional multicanonical ensemble and the number of states Ω(E) is given by H(E, 0)/W (E, 0) up to a
normalization factor. In this thesis, I made the three- and four-dimensional histograms
listed below to create free-energy landscapes.
• H(EID , E, V ) (for Fig. 4.8A, Fig. 4.10 and Fig. 4.11)
• H(Nα , EID , E, V ) (for Fig. 4.1A and Fig. 4.6)
• H(EID-T , Nα , E, V ), H(EID-T , EID , E, V ) (for Fig. 4.8A)
• H(EID-T , (ξL , ξR ), E, V ), H(EID-T , (ξL , ξR ), E, V ) (see (ξL , ξR ) as one variable; for
Fig. 4.10 and Fig. 4.11)
From these histograms, I obtain free-energy landscapes using Eq. 3.5 and Eq. 3.6.
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Result and Discussion
4.1

Intrinsic disorder represented as a mixture of several
states

Free-energy landscapes F (Nα , EID ) of the IDP at three temperatures are shown in
Fig. 4.1A. Nα shown on the x-axis indicates structural similarity to a helical structure,
and the definition of Nα is shown in Fig. 4.2. At the high temperature, the IDP is
unfolded and extended, and it is denatured. As temperature decreases (T = 0.80 →
0.57 → 0.35), the distribution of the low free-energy states (shown as blue areas in
Fig. 4.1A) moves from high EID states to low EID states. The states at point (p) in
Fig. 4.1A, which includes the helical structure shown in Fig. 3.1B and its mirror image,
are always less favorable. In this temperature range, the IDP is in a mixture of many
states and it does not stay in a specific structure. Below these temperatures, the blue
area of the landscape converges to the ground state of the IDP at the point (q) of
Fig. 4.1A, which is a glassy state of many collapsed structures. Two of the ground
state conformations of the IDP are shown in Fig. 4.1B as examples. I confirmed that
the constructed model actually has the properties shown in the second paragraph of
Chap. 3 and I successfully constructed a model of an IDP.

4.2

Size dependence of the specific heat of the IDP

The specific heat of the IDP (CID ) for L = 16, 32, 64, 128 and ∞ is shown in Fig. 4.3.
I denote the peak temperature of CID for L = ∞ by TID . As L increases, the curves
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Figure 4.1: (A) Free-energy landscapes F (Nα , EID ) of the IDP for L = ∞ at low, medium
and high temperatures shown from left to right, respectively. The medium temperature is
the peak temperature of the specific heat of the IDP for L = ∞ (TID ) shown in Fig. 4.3.
Colors indicate the values of free energy. (B) Two example conformations of the ground
state (q).
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Figure 4.2: The α-helix contact pairs are defined by the residue pairs connected by blue
dotted lines. The definition of the α-helix contact Nα is the number of the α-helix contact
pairs which are at nearest-neighbor sites. In the helical structure shown in Fig. 3.1C and
its mirror image, all these contact pairs are at nearest-neighbor sites and Nα takes the
maximum value of 9.
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converge to the curve of L = ∞. The shapes and peak temperatures of these curves do
not strongly depend on the system size.
TID
16
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14

C ID

13

L=16
L=32
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L=128
L=

12
11
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7
0.35
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0.6

0.65

0.7

0.75

0.8

T
Figure 4.3: Specific heat of the IDP (CID ) for L = 16, 32, 64, 128 and ∞. The peak
temperature for L = ∞ (TID ) is indicated by the vertical line.

4.3

Thermal stability of the native bound state

Fig. 4.4 shows the specific heat for L = 32 with the IDP and three types of the targets:
RR-target, FF-target and HH-target. As temperature decreases, the change of hEID-T i
occurs around the peak temperature of each system. At this temperature, the IDP
binds to or dissociates from the target, and I call it binding temperature TB . TB reflects
the thermal stability of the native bound state. Comparing TB of the IDP/RR-target
and IDP/FF-target systems, I find that the motion of the binding surface destabilizes
the native bound state, and comparing TB of the IDP/FF-target and IDP/HH-target
systems, I find that the native bound state is destabilized by the hidden binding sites.
These results suggest that a change in the surface types can induce binding of the
IDP. For example, if post-translational modification or ligand binding causes a loss
of degrees of freedom of the target, TB increases. If TB becomes larger than the cell
temperature, the change of the target can induce binding of the IDP by enhancing the
thermal stability of the bound state.
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Figure 4.4: Specific heat C for L = 32 with an IDP and the three types of binding
surfaces: RR-target (blue line), FF-target (pink line) and HH-target (green line). The
binding temperature TB of each system is indicated by the vertical line. I also show the
thermal average of the contact energy between the IDP and the target (hEID-T i) of the
same systems (broken lines in the same colors as the specific heats).
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Figure 4.5: Thermal averages of the α-helix contact (hNα i) for the four systems (L =
32): IDP only (black), IDP/RR-target (blue), IDP/FF-target (pink) and IDP/HH-target
(green). TB for the three IDP-target systems are indicated by the vertical lines.
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Figure 4.6: Free-energy landscapes F (Nα , EID ) of the IDP for L = 32 with and without
the three types of binding surfaces: RR-target (top and bottom left), FF-target (top
and bottom center) and HH-target (top and bottom right) at the corresponding binding
temperatures.

In order to follow structural changes of the IDP at the binding temperatures, I show
the thermal averages of Nα in Fig. 4.5. As temperature decreases, hNα i of the IDP
gradually converges to Nα = 5, which is the value of the ground state conformations.
By adding each of the three types of the targets to the system, the curve hNα i reaches
the maximum value of 9 at the low temperature, and the IDP folds into the helical
structure below TB of each system. In Fig. 4.6, I show how the free-energy landscapes
F (Nα , EID ) of the IDP change according to the presence of the three types of binding
surfaces at the corresponding binding temperatures. In all cases, the helical structure
of the IDP is stabilized by the presence of the targets. Thus, I consider binding to
the target induces folding processes and this is nothing but the coupled folding and
binding. This is consistent with the discussion by Matsushita and Kikuchi (57) in
which the presence of a target reduces the inconsistency of conformations of an IDP.
In the systems of the IDP/RR-target and IDP/FF-target, the change of the curves
occurs just around TB , and this suggests the coupled folding and binding induced by
temperature change. The change of the curve of the IDP/HH-system occurs at a lower
temperature than TB , and this might be caused by the multistep binding which I will
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explain in Sec. 4.4.
The thermal stability of the complexes depends on the system size. System size
dependence of TB is shown in Fig. 4.7. As L decreases, the thermal stability of the
complexes increases because of the decrease in the translational entropy of the free
states. This result suggests that confinement in a small volume can also induce binding, which is basically the same as the confinement-induced dimerization discussed by
Nakanishi and Kikuchi (53). Increasing the density of the two molecules can also reduce
translational entropy of the free states, and stabilize bound states. It is known that
IDPs of eukaryotes localize in the nucleus (26), and I consider that this localization
stabilizes bound complexes of IDPs with nuclear proteins or DNAs by increasing their
density. Macromolecular crowding will also stabilize the bound states by reducing free
volume.
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Figure 4.7: System size dependence (L = 16 − 128) of the binding temperature TB . TID ,
which is indicated by the vertical line, is the peak temperature of the specific heat of the
IDP for L = ∞ shown in Fig. 4.3.
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Figure 4.8: (A) Free-energy landscapes F (EID-T , Nα ), F (EID-T , EID ) and F (EID-T ) for
L = 32 of IDP/FF-target, IDP/HF-target and IDP/HH-target at the binding temperature
of each system. In the graphs of F (EID-T ), I show the most stable conformations (ξL , ξR )
of the binding surface which is given in Figs. 4.10 and 4.11. Colors indicate the values of
free energy. (B) Example structures of the IDP/target complexes at the points denoted by
(a-c) shown in A. The target conformations (ξL , ξR ) is shown in the bottom right of each
figure.

4.4

Stepwise target recognition of the IDP due to multiform binding effect

Fig. 4.8A shows the free-energy landscapes of IDP/FF-target, IDP/HF-target and
IDP/HH-target systems at the TB of each system. All of the landscapes of F (EID-T )
(bottom row) have the local minima at EID-T = 0 and − 16, corresponding to the free
states and the native bound state, respectively. These landscapes show that the closure of the left surface (FF→HF) stabilizes the non-native intermediate state around
EID-T = −12, and further introduction of a hidden binding site (HF→HH) stabilizes
another intermediate state around EID-T = −5. In these intermediate states, the
IDP forms various structures to stabilize the encounter complexes, some of which are
shown in Fig. 4.8B. Various non-native bound complexes have also been found in the
detailed simulation of the N-terminal repressor domain of neural restrictive silencer
factor (NRSF), which is known to be an IDP, and the paired amphipathic helix domain of mSin3 (target), using classical molecular dynamics in atomic resolution (58).
I considered that these intermediate complexes are related to the advantages of IDPs.
In the first step to bind to the HH-target, the IDP interacts with the exposed
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binding sites on the outside of the target by forming low-energy compact structures,
two of which are shown in Fig. 4.8B (a) as examples (−10 ≤ EID ≤ −8). These
intermediate structures provide the first scaffold to open one side of the hidden binding
sites. After opening the one side of the binding surfaces, the IDP interacts with the
surface to stabilize the second scaffold to access the other hidden binding sites. Some of
the complex structures of the second intermediate state are shown in Figs. 4.8B (b) and
(c) as examples. The IDP is in a mixture of various states (−8 ≤ EID ≤ −3) which can
increase contacts with the unclosed interaction sites. Lastly, the IDP opens the hidden
binding site and forms the native bound structure. Thus, binding to the HH-target
has three steps via two intermediate states. In the case of the HF-target, the binding
process starts with the second intermediate state shown above, and it involves two steps.
These results suggest that the closure of the binding sites stabilizes the intermediate
states and this mechanism simply explains the existence of the intermediate states of
p27/cyclin A/Cdk2 and pKID/KIX systems.
These results give us a new insight into an advantage of IDPs shown in Fig. 4.9.
Various forms of an IDP in transient encounter complexes can interact with exposed
binding sites on the outside of the target and can provide a scaffold to search for hidden
binding sites (Figs. 4.9A and 4.9B). I call this multiform binding. This is similar to the
proposed advantage of structural adaptability of an IDP for several different targets.
But in this case, I discuss the effect of multiple forms on binding to the same target.

4.5

Coupled folding and binding of the flexible target

The blue lines labeled “total” on the bottom-left and bottom-right of Fig. 4.10 show
the free-energy landscapes F (EID-T ) of the IDP/HH-target and IDP/FF-target systems,
respectively. I obtain the other lines in the same figure by decomposing these graphs into
the free-energy landscapes F (EID-T , (ξL , ξR )) which greatly contribute to reducing the
value of F (EID-T ). Using these landscapes, I can deduce the dynamics of the binding
and folding processes. Both sides of the HH-target are in the closed conformation
(1, 1) in the free states, and the IDP makes contact with this conformation. After the
target opens the right side of the hidden binding sites, conformations are sequentially
selected as {(1, 2), (1, 4), (1, 5)} → {(1, 4), (1, 5)} → {(1, 4)} before switching to the
open conformation (4, 4). In this process, the conformational stabilization of the target
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4.6 Other examples of the free-energy landscapes
F (EID-T , (ξL , ξR ))

A

B

Figure 4.9: The conceptual pictures of multiform binding of two different hidden binding
sites. (A) Several binding forms due to flexibility of an IDP (pink curves) stabilize an
intermediate state with the target molecule (light blue objects with interaction sites shown
as blue spots) and provide a scaffold to search for buried interaction sites (black spots)
which interact with the hydrophobic residues of an IDP (yellow circle). (B) In other cases,
several binding forms provide a scaffold to cut into intramolecular interactions of the target.
The letters N and C shown in the figure indicate the N-terminus and C-terminus of IDPs,
respectively.

is coupled with the binding process. This result suggests that the IDP and the target
cooperatively reduce entropy of the complex and form a binding funnel. In the case
of the IDP/FF-target system, all conformations of the target contribute to reducing
the free-energy barrier of IDP binding, and after interacting with the IDP, the target
reduces its conformational entropy and reaches (4, 4). There are no free-energy barriers
to the open conformation (4, 4) in the final stage of the binding process. The IDP and
the target also form a binding funnel in this process.

4.6

Other examples of the free-energy landscapes
F (EID-T , (ξL , ξR ))

The blue lines labeled “total” on the bottom-left and bottom-right of Fig. 4.11 show the
free-energy landscapes F (EID-T ) of the IDP/HR-target and IDP/HF-target systems,
respectively. I obtain the other lines in the same figure by decomposing these graphs
into the free-energy landscapes F (EID-T , (ξL , ξR )) which greatly contribute to reducing
the value of F (EID-T ). In the case of the IDP/HR-target system, I observe only one
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IDP/HH-target (T=0.48)
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b-ii a

IDP/FF-target (T=0.59)
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( L , R)
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EID-T
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Figure 4.10: Free-energy landscapes F (EID-T , (ξL , ξR )) and F (EID-T ) for L = 32 of
IDP/HH-target and IDP/FF-target at the binding temperature of each system. In the
graph of F (EID-T ) labeled “total”, I superposed lines of F (EID-T , (ξL , ξR )) for selected
(ξL , ξR ) which greatly contribute to reducing the value of F (EID-T ). Colors indicate the
values of free energy. The letters (a), (b) and (c) correspond to the example structures of
Fig. 4.8B.
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4.6 Other examples of the free-energy landscapes
F (EID-T , (ξL , ξR ))

IDP/HR-target (T=0.59)

IDP/HF-target (T=0.48)

( L , R)

b-i

b-ii

( L , R)

b-i
c

F

F

c

EID-T

EID-T

Figure 4.11: Free-energy landscapes F (EID-T , (ξL , ξR )) and F (EID-T ) for L = 32 of
IDP/HR-target and IDP/HF-target at the binding temperature of each system. In the
graph of F (EID-T ) labeled “total”, I superposed lines of F (EID-T , (ξL , ξR )) for selected
(ξL , ξR ) which greatly contribute to reducing the value of F (EID-T ). Colors indicate the
values of free energy. The letters (b) and (c) correspond to the example structures of
Fig. 4.8B.

route to the native bound state by switching from the closed conformation (1, 4) to
the open conformation (4, 4). In this process, the folding of the IDP is coupled with
the binding of the IDP to the target. By introducing flexibility into the right side of
the target (HR→HF), I observe a conformational selection process of the target before
switching to the open conformation (4, 4). As EID-T decreases, the target starts from
the closed conformations {(1, 1) − (1, 5)} in the free states and they are sequentially
selected as {(1, 1), (1, 2), (1, 4), (1, 5)} → {(1, 4), (1, 5)} → {(1, 4)}. In this process, the
folding of the IDP is also coupled with the binding process, and a flexible binding
surface gradually leads to the native bound state by reducing fluctuation. This result
suggests that the IDP and the target cooperatively reduce entropy of the complex and
form a binding funnel.
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Part III

Binding and Fibrillation
Processes of α-Synuclein

37

5

Overview
α-synuclein (α-syn) is the intrinsically disordered protein which is considered to be one
of the causes of Parkinson’s disease. This protein forms amyloid fibrils when in a highly
concentrated solution. The fibril formation of α-syn is induced not only by increases
in α-syn concentration but also by macromolecular crowding. I focus on the relation
between the intrinsic disorder of α-syn and macromolecular crowding, and construct
a simplified model of α-syn including crowding agents based on statistical mechanics.
The main assumption is that α-syn can be expressed as coarse-grained particles with
internal states coupled with effective volume; and disordered states are modeled by
larger particles with larger internal entropy than other states. It is found that the
crowding effect is taken into account as the effective internal entropy; and the crowding
effect reduces the effective internal entropy of disordered states. From a result of Monte
Carlo simulation, I provide a scenario for the crowding-induced fibril formation. I also
discuss the recent controversy over the existence of helically folded tetramers of α-syn,
and suggest that macromolecular crowding is the key to resolving the controversy.
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6

Introduction to α-Synuclein
α-synuclein (α-syn) is a 140-amino-acid protein (59) expressed in presynaptic terminals
of the mammalian central nervous system (60, 61, 62, 63). α-syn is known as an
intrinsically disordered protein (IDP), which lacks secondary or tertiary structures (64,
65, 66). Growing evidence suggests that α-syn has causative roles in Parkinson’s disease
(PD), which is the second most common neurodegenerative disease after Alzheimer’s
disease. Genetic mutations in α-syn (A30P, E46K and A53T) which have been identified
in familial PD (FPD) directly link α-syn with PD (67, 68, 69, 70). Duplication and
triplication of the α-syn gene are also found in FPD (71, 72, 73). The intracellular
inclusions called Lewy bodies are the pathological hallmark of PD, and they are mainly
composed of α-syn (74, 75). Lewy bodies also link α-syn with PD. Furthermore, in
vitro studies revealed that β-sheet-rich amyloid fibrils are formed in high-concentration
α-syn solutions after hours or days of incubation (76, 77), and that introduction of these
fibrils into cultured cells with overexpression of α-syn leads to the formation of Lewy
body-like inclusions (78). Inhibition of α-syn fibril formation is one of the suggested
therapeutic approaches for PD (79, 80, 81, 82), and thus a good understanding of such
fibril formation is demanded.
Fibril formation of α-syn is a nucleation-dependent process (83). Nucleation of
α-syn fibrils occur above a certain α-syn concentration, which is called critical concentration. These nucleated α-syn fibrils, which are called “protofibrils”, become seeds
for subsequent elongation, and they grow to form amyloid fibrils (76, 77, 83). Kinetics
of the fibril formation are affected by macromolecular crowding, and crowding agents
induce and accelerate the fibril formation of α-syn (84, 85). White et al. observed that
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Figure 6.1: Equilibrium of α-synuclein. Monomeric α-synuclein (α-syn) is in equilibrium
between three states: a β-sheet-rich state (β state), a disordered state and an α-helixrich state (α state). α-syn aggregates into a β-sheet-rich amyloid fibril above a critical
concentration. The existence of helically folded tetramer is still controversial.

macromolecular crowding accelerates the fibril formation of IDPs including α-syn, and
it decelerates the fibril formation of folded proteins. From these results, they concluded
that accelerated fibril formation is characteristic of IDPs (3). Macromolecular crowding
is an important factor in considering the fibril formation of α-syn.
In 2011, Bartels et al. reported the existence of helically folded tetramers of αsyn (80). Although helically folded monomers of α-syn had already been identified as
a lipid-bound form at that time (65, 86, 87, 88, 89, 90, 91), this was the first report of
a tetrameric state of helically folded monomers. These tetramers resist amyloid fibril
formation, and they suggested that stabilization of helically folded tetramers is one
of the possible strategies for designing an amyloid inhibitor. There are three other
reports which support the result of Bartels et al. (82, 92, 93). The existence of helically
folded tetramers is, however, still controversial; Fauvet et al. (81) and Burré et al. (94)
concluded that α-syn exists predominantly as a disordered monomer. Fauvet et al.
suggested that stabilization of a disordered monomer of α-syn can be an alternative
strategy to inhibit fibril formation. I summarize the equilibrium state of α-syn including
the tetrameric states in Fig. 6.1.
In this thesis, I construct a highly simplified model of α-syn with crowding agents.
Disordered states and fibril-forming β-sheet-rich states (β states) are assumed as the
internal states of α-syn. Using this model, I investigate the coupled effect of crowding
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and intrinsic disorder on fibril formation. I also investigate the thermal stability of the
helically folded tetramers by adding tetramer-forming α-helix-rich states (α states) to
the internal states of α-syn.
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7

Models
I construct a model of α-syn using a two-dimensional lattice gas model. α-syns and the
crowding agents are modeled as particles on a lattice. The definitions of these molecules
are shown in Fig. 7.1 (a). α-syn has three types of internal states: two β states (βH
and βV ), two disordered states (dH and dV ) and four α states (αN E , αSE , αSW and
αN W ). The variations of each type of the states correspond to orientations of α-syn.
I assume that the disordered states are larger than the other states based on the
fact that disordered α-syn has a larger gyration radius than folded proteins with the
same number of residues (64, 95, 96). The disordered states occupy two sites and all
the other states and the crowding agents occupy a single site (Fig. 7.1 (a)). Thus,
the unit volume ν is defined as the volume of a single site, the volume of disordered
states vd , the volume of β and α states vf , and the volume of the crowding agents vc
are written as 2ν, ν and ν, respectively. I take ν = 1 throughout this thesis. I also
assume that the disordered states have internal entropy s based on the fact that α-syns
exhibit significant entropy loss when they bind to a lipid bilayer surface and fold into
an α-helical structure (97, 98). I simply introduce the difference of entropy between
the disordered states and the folded states by s.
I define two types of interactions between two βH and two βV based on the model of
amyloid fibril formation given by Zhang and Muthukumar (99). The definitions of these
interactions are shown in Fig. 7.1 (b). Two horizontally-aligned βH and two verticallyaligned βV have β interactions. A linear chain of α-syns aligned by the β interactions
defines the longitudinal direction of a fiber. Two βH and two βV have β 0 interactions
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(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 7.1: Lattice gas model of α-synuclein. (a) Definitions of two molecules. αsynuclein (α-syn) has three types of internal states: two β states (βH and βV ), two disordered states (dH and dV ) and four α states (αN E , αSE , αSW and αN W ). The crowding
agent has only one state. dH and dV occupy two sites while the other internal states of
α-syn and the crowding agent occupy a single site. (b) There are three types of interactions
between two α-syns at nearest-neighboring sites: two β interactions, two β 0 interactions
and four α interactions. The interaction constants of these three interactions are given by
εβ , ε0β and εα , respectively. (c) Snapshot of a small system (L = 8, N = 16) of the lattice
gas model.
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in the direction perpendicular to the longitudinal one. The interaction constants of the
β and β 0 interactions are given by εβ and ε0β (εβ < 0, ε0β ≤ 0, |ε0β | ≤ |εβ |), respectively.
I define four α interactions between four pairs of α states, as shown in Fig. 7.1 (b).
Dimers, trimers and tetramers of α states are formed by the α interactions. There are
no conformations which include oligomers of α states larger than tetramers connected
by the α interactions. The interaction constant of the α interactions is εα (εα < 0).
The crowding agents do not have intermolecular interaction except excluded volume
interaction.
I define two models by including or excluding the internal states of α-syn: BD and
BDA. The letters B, D and A correspond to β states, disordered states and α states,
respectively. The BD model, for example, includes β states and disordered states. I
also define B oD and B oDA, which correspond to the BD and BDA models without β 0
interaction, as controls.
I consider a canonical ensemble of the four models presented above combined with
a grand canonical ensemble of crowding agents. I define a system by an L × L square
lattice with N α-syns surrounded by walls in contact with a crowding agent reservoir at
temperature T and chemical potential µ. µ controls the number of the crowding agents,
and the µ = −∞ system corresponds to the system without the crowding agents. I
define a state of the system by a configuration of N α-syns with a determined internal
state and m crowding agents on the lattice. I show a snapshot of a small system (L = 8,
N = 16) of the BDA model in Fig. 7.1 (c), which includes all the internal states and all
of the β and α interactions, as an example. A short fiber and a helically folded tetramer
are also shown in the snapshot. The numbers of the internal states of α-syn nβ , nd and
nα are counted as nβ = 10, nd = 2 and nα = 4 in the snapshot. The number of the
crowding agents is m = 23. The total energy E is calculated as E = 6εβ + 4ε0β + 4εα .
The grand partition function of the N α-syn system is given by
Ξ=

X

E

µ

Ω(E, nd , m) e− T esnd e T m ,

(7.1)

E,nd ,m

where Ω(O1 , O2 , O3 , · · · ) is the number of states of the system with physical quantities
Oi (i = 1, 2, 3, · · · ). I took the Boltzmann constant kB = 1.
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Methods
8.1

Metropolis method for the lattice gas model of αsynuclein including crowding agents

I use the Metropolis method to produce an equilibrium. In the lattice model of α-syn,
a state of the system is given by conformations of N α-syns and m crowding agents on
the L × L lattice. The transition probability from state i to state j is given by

 

exp −E j /T + σnjd
 , 1 .
p(i → j) = min 
exp −E i /T + σnid

(8.1)

I define the following four Monte Carlo moves for α-syns, which are performed with
the transition probability in Eq. 8.1.
(i) Local displacement of a single α-syn: (a) If a selected α-syn is in β or α state,
move it in a randomly selected direction (north, south, east or west) by one site.
This move will be rejected if the destination site is covered with another α-syn.
(b) If a selected α-syn is in a disordered state, move it to a randomly selected
direction by one site. This move will be rejected if one or both of the two destination sites are covered with other α-syns.

(ii) Local displacement of a group of α-syns: (a) In the case that the selected α-syn
is a part of a β-state linear chain connected by β interactions, move the whole
linear chain to a randomly selected direction by one site if the destination sites
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are empty. This move will be rejected if the number of β interactions increases.
(b) In the case that the selected α-syn is a part of an α-state oligomer (dimer,
trimer or tetramer) connected by α interactions, move the oligomer to a randomly
selected direction by one site if the destination sites are empty. This move will
be rejected if the number of α interactions increases. (c) In the case that a selected α-syn is not connected with other α-syns by β or α interaction, perform
the move shown in (i), above. This move will be rejected if the number of β or α
interactions increases.

(iii) Nonlocal displacement of a single α-syn: (a) If a selected α-syn is in a β or α state,
move it to a randomly selected site of the system. This move will be rejected if
the destination site is covered with other α-syns. (b) If a selected α-syn is in a
disordered state, move it to two randomly selected adjacent sites of the system.
This move will be rejected if one or both of the two destination sites are covered
with other α-syns.

(iv) Internal state switching: Switch the internal state of a selected α-syn to another
randomly selected state. This move will be rejected if a disordered state is selected
as the next state and if it overlaps with another α-syn.
I randomly select an α-syn from the system, and randomly perform one of (i-iv)
with prescribed probabilities. In all cases of (i), (ii) and (iii), the move will be rejected
if the selected α-syns go outside the system.

8.2

Method of adding crowding agents to the snapshots
produced by the simulation without explicit crowding
agents

I explain the method of adding crowding agents based on µ to the snapshots produced
by the method shown above. Here, I also use the Metropolis method to produce the
grand canonical ensemble of the crowding agents. The transition probability from state
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simulation without explicit crowding agents

i to state j is given by

p(i → j) = min


exp(µ mj /T )
,
1
.
exp(µ mi /T )

(8.2)

I randomly select a site from the system and perform the move shown below.
• Insertion or removal of a crowding agent: (a) In the case that a selected site is
empty, insert a new crowding agent into that site. (b) In the case that a selected
site is covered by a crowding agent, remove it from the system. (c) In the case
that a selected site is covered by an α-syn, this move will be rejected.
When I created the snapshots shown in Fig. 9.1 and 9.2, I first created the snapshots by
the simulation without explicit crowding agents, and then added the crowding agents
to the snapshots by using the method presented here.
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9

Results
9.1

The effect of macromolecular crowding is taken into
account as the effective internal entropy of disordered
states

In the N α-syn system, there nd disordered states occupying vd (= 2) sites, and there
are N −nd other states occupying vf (= 1) site. Thus, a number of sites without α-syns
is calculated as
L2 − vd nd − vf (N − nd ) = L2 − vf N − ∆v nd ,

(9.1)

where ∆v = vd − vf . Then, I can count configurations
of m single-site crowding agents

L2 − vf N − ∆v nd
by the combination
, where 0 ≤ m ≤ L2 − vf N − ∆v nd . Using
m
the identity
L2 −vf N −∆v nd 

X

m=0


 2

µ
µ L −vf N −∆v nd
L2 − vf N − ∆v nd
eT m = 1 + eT
,
m

I can rewrite the grand partition function in Eq. 7.1 as
Ξ =



=



µ

1 + eT

L2 −vf N X

E

w(E, nd ) e− T eσnd

E,nd

 2
µ L −vf N

1 + eT

Z,

(9.2)

where w(O1 , O2 , O3 , · · · ) is the number of states of the system with m = 0 and physical
quantities Oi (i = 1, 2, 3, · · · ), and I defined the effective entropy σ and the canonical
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partition function Z as


µ
σ = s − ∆v log 1 + e T ,
X
E
Z =
w(E, nd ) e− T eσnd .

(9.3)
(9.4)

E,nd

A thermal average of a physical quantity O is calculated as
hOi =

1
Ξ

X

E

µ

O Ω(O, E, nd , m) e− T esnd e T m .

(9.5)

O,E,nd ,m

In the case of O = m, Eq. 9.5 is written as
∂
log Ξ
∂µ
 2

µ L −vf N
∂
∂
= T
log 1 + e T
+T
log Z
∂µ
∂µ
n
o
1
= −µ
L2 − vf N − ∆v hnd i ,
e T +1

hmi = T

using the Fermi distribution function

1
.
e−µ/T +1

(9.6)

If O is not a function of m, Eq. 9.5 is

rewritten further using Z as
hOi =

E
1 X
O w(O, E, nd ) e− T eσnd .
Z

(9.7)

O,E,nd

This means that the original ensemble with a single-site crowding agent reservoir is
written as a canonical ensemble of an N α-syn system of which disordered states have
the effective internal entropy σ. Thus, the effect of macromolecular crowding is absorbed in σ of disordered states.
Here, I define the concentration of α-syns ρsyn and that of the crowding agents ρm
as
ρsyn =
ρm =

vf N + ∆v hnd i
L2
hmi
.
L2

(9.8)
(9.9)

Using ρsyn and ρm , Eq. 9.6 is rewritten as
ρm =
µ

eT + 1 =

1

(1 − ρsyn )
+1
1 − ρsyn
.
1 − ρsyn − ρm
− Tµ

e
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(9.10)

9.2 Protofibril formation above the critical concentration of α-synuclein

Therefore, Eq. 9.3 is rewritten as

σ = s − ∆v log

1 − ρsyn
1 − ρsyn − ρm


(9.11)

In the limit of µ → ∞, that is, σ → −∞ from Eq. 9.3, Eq. 9.7 is rewritten as
hOi =

E
1 X
O w(O, E) e− T ,
Z

(9.12)

O,E

and the models with the disordered states reduce to those without disordered states.
As long as ω(O1 , · · · ) is properly counted and the volume of crowding agent vc is
equal to 1, the same analysis is also valid for three-dimensional lattice models and
models with different vd and vf .

9.2

Protofibril formation above the critical concentration
of α-synuclein

I calculate thermal averages through a Monte Carlo simulation using the Metropolis
method based on Eq. 9.4 and 9.7. I do not consider the crowding agents explicitly in
the simulation; instead I introduced σ calculated from Eq. 9.3 with a given µ. Details
of the method were given in the Methods section. I use the following values throughout
this thesis: T = 1, εβ = −8, ε0β = −0.5, εα = εβ /1.2 ' −6.67 and s = 5. These values
are summarized in Table 9.1. I use L, N and µ as parameters. I listed values for these
parameters in Table 9.2. I also listed physical quantities for analysis in Table 9.3.
In the simulations for the BD and BDA models, α-syns form a two-dimensional
β-state cluster, which involves both β and β 0 interactions, above a certain N . In this
thesis, I only discuss the equilibrium behavior around the critical concentration, and
I do not discuss the elongation process of amyloid fibril. Thus, I refer to the β-state
cluster as a protofibril. I write the critical value of N as Nc . For N ' Nc , I observe
formation and dissolution of a protofibril repeatedly in equilibrium. For N > Nc , even
if there are multiple protofibrils in the early stage of the simulation, they merge into
a single thermally stable protofibril. Examples of protofibrils are shown in Fig. 9.1,
9.3, 9.5, 9.2, 9.4 and 9.6 for the BD and BDA models with L = 128, N = 1024 and
different µ. In order to analyze the protofibril formation, I define a β chain as a linear
chain of β states connected by β interactions, and I define `β as the number of the β
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Table 9.1: The list of values for model parameters and kB .

Temperature
Energy constant for β interactions
Energy constant for β 0 interactions
Energy constant for α interactions
Internal entropy for disordered states
Unit volume (volume of a single site)
Volume of disordered states
Volume of β and α states
Volume of crowding agents
Difference between vd and vf
Boltzmann constant

T
εβ
ε0β
εα
s
ν
vd
vf
vc
∆v = vd − vf
kB

1
−8
−0.5
−6.67
5
1
2ν
ν
ν
ν
1

Table 9.2: The list of values for L, N and µ. The values for N was rounded off to the
nearest integer.

Length of the system
Number of α-syn
Chemical potential of crowding agents

L
N
µ

2i/4

64
128
i/4
(i = 13–32)
2 (i = 21–40)
−∞, 0, 1, 2, 3, ∞

states in a β chain. If a β state is not connected with other α-syns by β interactions, I
count `β as 1. I count the number of β states in β chains of length `β for every `β .
N dependences of the hnβ i distributions for the BD and B oD models with L = 128
and µ = 0 are shown in Fig. 9.7 (a). The pairs of the curves of these models coincide
for the N = 512 and 609 systems; they separate in the N = 724 and 861 systems, and
the curves for the BD model have two peaks. The snapshots for the N = 724 and
861 systems of the BD model show that β chains with `β corresponding to the right
peaks form a protofibril. I observed formation and dissolution of a protofibril in the
BD model with N = 724, and thus Nc of the BD model is around 724.
(f )

(f )

N dependences of hnβ i, hnβ i, hnβ i and hnd i for the BD and B oD models with
L = 128 and fixed µ are shown in the left column of Fig. 9.8. µ was set as −∞, 0, 1,
(f )

2 and ∞. Here, nβ

is the number of the β states connected to other β states by β 0

(f )

interactions, and nβ is the number of the β states not connected to other β states by
β 0 interactions. I counted the number of horizontally aligned βV and vertically aligned
(f )

βH as nβ

(f )

also for the models without β 0 interactions. The sum of nβ
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(f )

and nβ

is

9.2 Protofibril formation above the critical concentration of α-synuclein

Figure 9.1: Snapshot for the BD model with L = 128, N = 1024 and µ = 0.

Figure 9.2: Snapshot for the BDA model with L = 128, N = 1024 and µ = 0.
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Figure 9.3: Snapshot for the BD model with L = 128, N = 1024 and µ = 1.

Figure 9.4: Snapshot for the BDA model with L = 128, N = 1024 and µ = 1.
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Figure 9.5: Snapshot for the BD model with L = 128, N = 1024 and µ = 2.

Figure 9.6: Snapshot for the BDA model with L = 128, N = 1024 and µ = 2.
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Figure 9.7: Equilibrium number of the β states which are components of β chains of
length `β in the L = 128 systems. Here, I define a β chain as a linear chain of the β states
connected by β interactions. (a) N dependences of the hnβ i distributions against `β for
the BD and B oD models. (b) µ dependences of the hnβ i distributions against `β for the
BD model. (c) N dependences of the hnβ i distributions against `β for the BD and BDA
models.
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Table 9.3: The list of physical quantities for analysis.

Total energy
Number of disordered states
Number of crowding agents
Number of β states

E
nd
m
nβ

Number of the β states connected to other β states by β 0 interactions

nβ

Number of the β states not connected to other β states by β 0 interactions

nβ

Number of the β states in a β chain
Number of α states

`β
nα

Number of the α states forming tetramers

nα

Number of the α states not forming tetramers

nα

(f )

(f )
(f )

(t)

(t)

(f )

nβ , and thus hnβ i + hnβ i = hnβ i. The sum of nβ and nd is N in the BD and B oD
models, and thus hnβ i + hnd i = N .
In all four graphs in the left column of Fig. 9.8, curves for the BD and B oD models
(f )

with the same µ separate at Nc except for µ = ∞. The slopes of the N –hnβ i curves
(f )

for the BD model change from ∼ 0 to ∼ 1 around Nc . Each N –hnβ i curve for the
BD model has a maximum around Nc , and decreases to the constant value which does
not depend on µ for large N . Each N –hnd i curve for the BD model has a maximum
around Nc , and decreases to a constant value. I found that Nc decreases as µ increases
by comparing the separation points for different µ. This means that macromolecular
crowding reduces the critical concentration of α-syn.

9.3

Macromolecular crowding induces protofibril formation

µ dependences of the hnβ i distributions for the BD model with L = 128 and N = 362
are shown in Fig. 9.7 (b). As µ increases, the right peak begins to grow at µ = 1.5,
and gets larger at µ = 2. I observed formation and dissolution of a protofibril in these
systems, and thus the critical value of the chemical potential µc is around 1.5 for this
N . This result suggests that macromolecular crowding induces protofibril formation,
and this agrees with the experiments (84, 85).
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Figure 9.8: Left column: N dependences of hnβ i, hnβ i, hnβ i and hnd i for the BD and
(f )

(f )

B oD models with L = 128. Right column: µ dependences of hnβ i, hnβ i, hnβ i and hnd i
for the BD and B oD models with L = 128.
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(f )

(f )

µ dependences of hnβ i, hnβ i, hnβ i and hnd i for the BD and B oD models with
L = 128 and fixed N are shown in the right column of Fig. 9.8. N was set as 362, 431,
512 and 609. In all four graphs in the right column of Fig. 9.8, curves for the BD and
(f )

B oD models with the same N separate at µc . Each µ–hnβ i curve for the BD model
has a maximum around µc , and decreases to the constant value which does not depend
on N for large µ. The µ–hnd i curves for both models monotonically decrease along
with µ. Thus, macromolecular crowding reduces disordered states. Since hnβ i fulfills
hnβ i = N − hnd i, the µ–hnβ i curves for both models monotonically increase along with
µ. Thus, macromolecular crowding promotes β states. I found that µc decreases as N
increases by comparing the separation points for different values of N .

9.4

α-state tetramers suppress protofibril formation

N dependence of the `β –hnβ i curves for the BD and BDA models with L = 128
and µ = 0 is shown in Fig. 9.7 (c). Although Nc for the BD model is about 724,
the corresponding curve of the BDA model has only a single peak, and thus Nc is
higher than that of the BD model. This means that introduction of α states raises Nc .
Snapshots for the BD and BDA models with L = 128, N = 1024 and µ = 0–2 are
shown in Fig. 9.1, 9.2, 9.3, 9.4, 9.5 and 9.6. A protofibril coexists with short β chains
in both snapshots, and oligomers of α states are found in Fig. 9.2, 9.4 and 9.6.
(f )

(f )

(t)

(t)

N and µ dependences of hnβ i, hnβ i, hnβ i, hnd i, hnα i, hnα i and hnα i in the
L = 128 systems are shown in the left and right columns of Fig. 9.9, respectively. Here,
(t)

(t)

hnα i is the number of the α states forming tetramers, and hnα i is the number of the α
(t)

(t)

(t)

(t)

states not forming tetramers. The sum of nα and nα is nα , and thus hnα i + hnα i =
hnα i. The sum of nβ , nα and nd is N in the BDA and B oDA models, and thus
hnβ i + hnα i + hnd i = N .
I found that both Nc and µc decrease as µ increases by comparing the separation
points. These behaviors are similar to those observed in the BD model. I also found
that Nc and µc for the BDA model are larger than those for the BD model by comparing
the separation points. This means that introduction of α states raises both the critical
concentration of α-syn and the critical chemical potential of the crowding agents.
(f )

(f )

The overall shapes of the N –hnβ i, N –hnβ i, N –hnβ i and N –hnd i curves in Fig. 9.9
(t)

(t)

are similar to those in Fig. 9.8. The N –hnα i, N –hnα i and N –hnα i curves for the
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Figure 9.9: Left column: N dependences of hnβ i, hnβ i, hnβ i, hnd i, hnα i, hnα i, hnα i
(t)

and hnα i/hnd i for the BDA and B oDA models with L = 128. Right column: µ depen(f )
(f )
(t)
(t)
(t)
dences of hnβ i, hnβ i, hnβ i, hnd i, hnα i, hnα i, hnα i and hnα i/hnd i for the BDA and
B oDA models with L = 128.
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(f )

BDA and B oDA models are all similar to the N –hnβ i curves. Each curve has a
maximum around Nc , and decreases to the constant value which does not depend on
µ. The majority of α states form tetramers around Nc , and thus I can say that α-state
tetramers suppress the fibril formation. This is consistent with the report of Bartels et
al. (80)

9.5

Size dependence of fibril formation and α-state-tetramer
formation

The results which I have discussed above are obtained from the calculations for the
L = 128 systems. Here, I show the results of the calculations for the L = 64 systems.
Fig. 9.10 shows the snapshots of the BD and BDA models with L = 64, N = 256 and
µ = 0, 1 and 2. The α-syn concentration N/L2 of these systems is the same as that of
the systems shown in Fig. 9.1–9.6. In the snapshots of the L = 64 systems, there is a
single protofibril. Fig. 9.11 and 9.12 show the same physical quantities for the L = 64
systems as shown in Fig. 9.8 and 9.9, respectively. The overall shapes of the curves for
the L = 64 systems are similar to those of the curves for the L = 128 systems. The
L = 64 systems also have Nc and µc , and the existence of α-state tetramers increases
these values.
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0

1

2

Figure 9.10: Snapshots for the BD and BDA models with L = 64, N = 256 and µ = 0, 1
and 2.
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Figure 9.11: Left column: N dependences of hnβ i, hnβ i, hnβ i and hnd i for the BD
(f )

(f )

and B oD models with L = 64. Right column: µ dependences of hnβ i, hnβ i, hnβ i and
hnd i for the BD and B oD models with L = 64.
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Figure 9.12: Left column: N dependences of hnβ i, hnβ i, hnβ i, hnd i, hnα i, hnα i, hnα i
(t)

and hnα i/hnd i for the BDA and B oDA models with L = 64. Right column: µ dependences
(f )
(f )
(t)
(t)
(t)
of hnβ i, hnβ i, hnβ i, hnd i, hnα i, hnα i, hnα i and hnα i/hnd i for the BDA and B oDA
models with L = 64.
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Discussion
10.1

Scenario of protofibril formation induced by macromolecular crowding

The curves for the BD and BDA models with L = 128 in Fig. 9.8 and 9.9 are summarized in Fig. 10.1 as stacked graphs. N dependences are shown in the left, and µ
dependences are shown in the right. The numbers of internal states fulfill hnβ i + hnd i =
(f )

(f )

(f )

(f )

hnβ i + hnβ i + hnd i = N in the BD model, and they fulfill hnβ i + hnα i + hnd i =
(t)

(t)

(f )

hnβ i + hnβ i + hnα i + hnα i + hnd i = N in the BDA model. The hnβ i regions
start to increase around Nc in the left graphs and µc in the right graphs, respectively.
The existence of these critical values qualitatively agrees with the experiments of αsyn (76, 77, 84, 85).
(f )

(f )

hnβ i–hnβ i and hnβ i–hnβ i relations for all four models with L = 128 are plotted
(t)

(t)

in Fig. 10.2 (a), and hnβ i–hnα i, hnβ i–hnα i and hnβ i–hnα i relations for the BDA and
B oDA models are plotted in Fig. 10.2 (b). These figures show that these relations do
not depend on µ. Thus, the ratio of hnβ i to hnα i also does not depend on µ. I write
the critical value of hnβ i as hnβ ic . Since hnd i for the BD model with µ = ∞ is zero for
any N , and hnβ i is equal to N from the identity hnβ i + hnd i = N , the graphs for the
BD model with µ = ∞ in Fig. 10.2 (a) are exactly the same as those in Fig. 9.8. Thus,
hnβ ic of the BD and BDA models are equal to Nc for the BD model with µ = ∞
irrespective of µ.
I propose the following scenario for the protofibril formation induced by macromolecular crowding based on the stacked graphs for µ dependence of internal states
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Figure 10.1: Stacked graphs of the equilibrium numbers of internal states for the BD
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Figure 10.2: (a) hnβ i dependences of hnβ i, hnβ i and hnd i of the BD, B oD, BDA and
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B oDA models with L = 128. (b) hnβ i dependences of hnα i, hnα i and hnα i for the BDA
and B oDA models with L = 128.
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10.2 An explanation for the controversy over the observation of helically
folded tetramers

presented on the right of Fig. 10.1. (i) Since the stability of the disordered states is
determined by σ, which is given by Eq. 9.3, the hnd i regions decrease along with µ
as a result of decreasing σ. In other words, macromolecular crowding destabilizes the
disordered states by reducing the effective internal entropy. (ii) As I explained above,
the hnβ i region increases as a result of the decrease in hnd i from hnβ i = N − hnd i in
the BD model. In the case of the BDA model, the ratio of hnβ i and hnα i does not
depend on µ, and thus I can write hnβ i ' khnα i, (k > 0) irrespective of µ. Then, I can
rewrite the identity hnβ i + hnα i + hnd i = N as hnβ i '

1
1+k

{N − hnd i}. This also shows

the increase in the hnβ i region as a result of the decrease in hnd i. (iii) If increased hnβ i
(f )

is larger than hnβ ic , the hnβ i regions start to increase, and α-syns form a protofibril.
At this point, µ ' µc . The factor

1
1+k (<

1) indicates that hnβ i of the BDA model is

smaller than that of the BD model, and it explains why the µc of the BDA model is
larger than that of the BD model.

10.2

An explanation for the controversy over the observation of helically folded tetramers
(t)

I plotted the N and µ dependences of hnα i/hnd i for the BDA and B oDA models at
(t)

the bottom left and right of Fig. 9.9, respectively. Each N –hnα i/hnd i curve for the
BDA model has a maximum around Nc , and decreases to a constant value. This means
that relative stability of helically folded tetramers depends on the concentration of α(t)

syn. The µ–hnα i/hnd i curves for the BDA model monotonically increase along with
µ. Thus, macromolecular crowding increases the relative number of the helically folded
tetramers to that of the disordered monomers. The macromolecular crowding effect
may provide a good explanation for the controversy over the existence of the helically
folded tetramers. The present result that the density of such tetramers depends on
crowdedness suggests that whether or not the tetramers are observed in experiments is
determined by the crowdedness of the environment.

10.3

Solid–liquid equilibrium analogy
(f )

The left graphs in Fig. 10.1 show that hnβ i monotonically increases above Nc , while
(f )

(t)

(t)

hnβ i, hnd i, hnα i and hnα i each decrease to constant values. In other words, the
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protofibril absorbs increased α-syns above Nc while the other non-protofibril components converge to a constant concentration. From this result, I can draw an analogy of
protofibril–non-protofibril equilibrium with a solid–liquid equilibrium; the protofibril
can be seen as solid, and the non-protofibril components can be seen as liquid. The
words “solid” and “liquid” are written in the stacked graphs.

10.4

A coarse-grained model with internal states: funnel
gas model

The definition of the disordered states and the derivation of Eq. 9.3 and 9.4 are applicable to other IDPs as long as the volume of the folded states is greater than or equal
to that of the crowding agents. Eq. 9.3 and 9.4 will be a first approximation to discuss
the relation between macromolecular crowding and the stability of the disordered states
also for larger crowding agents. Eq. 9.3 provides a simple theoretical expression for the
interplay of intrinsic disorder and macromolecular crowding which was suggested by
White et al. (3).
The main assumption of my model is that proteins can be expressed as coarsegrained particles with some internal states coupled with the effective volume of each
state. This simplification enabled me to derive the expression of effective internal
entropy shown above. Here, I generalize this idea. Proteins have a funnel-like energy
landscape (15, 47, 100). IDPs with a folded state in their bound complex with other
proteins including α-syn also have a funnel-like energy landscape (35, 54). In this study,
I assumed that α-syn has a triple-well free-energy landscape, and I constructed the
coarse-grained particle with the three internal states based on the free-energy landscape
of α-syn. In the same way, I can also construct coarse-grained particles with internal
states based on the free-energy landscape of specific proteins. Then, I can produce
equilibrium states of multiple molecular systems including the crowding effect. This is
the spirit of the new coarse-grained model, and I call this type of models the “funnel
gas model”.
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Summary
In this thesis, I discussed the binding processes of IDPs in two ways by constructing
and analyzing two models with different spatial resolution. I focused on the binding
processes between an IDP and its target molecule in Part II, while I focused on the
self-assembly of hundreds of IDPs in Part III. In both cases, IDPs exhibit characteristic
binding behavior.
In Part II, I constructed a lattice model of an IDP with its target molecule based
on the HP model. I represented an IDP as a mixture of various states, without a
specific structure formed in an equilibrium state. The IDP binds to the target below
its binding temperature and forms a helical structure. This represents coupled folding
and binding. By comparing free-energy landscapes of various types of the binding
surface, I found that the closure of the binding surface produces a new intermediate
state on the binding pathway. This behavior can simply explain the existence of an
intermediate state of p27/cyclin A/Cdk2 and pKID/KIX systems. From this result,
I conclude that flexibility of the IDP provides a scaffold to access the closed binding
site, which I call multiform binding, and this is a functional advantage of an IDP. By
decomposing the free-energy landscape by the conformations of the target, I observed
the conformational selection process of the target. This result suggests that the IDP
and the target form a binding funnel.
In Part III, I constructed a lattice gas model of α-syn, which is one of the IDPs,
with the effect of macromolecular crowding. I derived a mathematical expression that
relates macromolecular crowding to intrinsic disorder. In this expression, the effect of
macromolecular crowding, which is represented as chemical potential of the crowding
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agents µ, is taken into account as the effective internal entropy of the disordered states
σ. Increase in µ reduces σ, and decrease in σ leads to the destabilization of the disordered states. Thanks to the derived expression, the original lattice gas model was
reduced to a model with implicit crowding agents. This modification to the model reduced the computational cost of the Monte Carlo simulations. From the simulation and
its analyses, I observed that macromolecular crowding reduces the critical concentration of α-syn. This agrees with in vitro experiments. I discussed the recent controversy
over the existence of the helically folded tetramers of α-syn. The result suggests that
macromolecular crowding raises the relative number of α-state tetramers to that of the
disordered states. It also suggests that whether or not the tetramers are observed in
experiments is determined by the crowdedness of the environment.
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questions about experimental techniques to analyze thermodynamic properties of proteins. When I was writing this thesis, he helped me to find the
original papers of differential scanning calorimetry (DSC) and isothermal

titration calorimetry (ITC). I also asked about the analysis of thermodynamic quantities given by these methods. Shintaro Minami and Kengo
Sawada, who were Ph.D. students in Sasai laboratory, taught me basic
knowledge of protein structures and algorithms of bioinformatic tools. I respect their attitude toward the research targets, and I learned that not only
love for methodologies but also that for research targets make it possible to
create useful research tools which produce interesting non-trivial results.
In Sasai laboratory, I was in the same room as Assistant Professor George
Chikenji. At that time, I did not have enough basic knowledge on biophysics
and protein science, and I asked a lot of questions about what was already
known and what was unknown. He kindly answered my questions. His
original background is the same as mine, that is physics, and thus he can
explain every topic in terms of physics. It made all of his talks very clear,
understandable and interesting to me. Sometimes, we talked all day. Now I
think that if I had not stayed in Sasai laboratory, I would not have continued
the studies about proteins until now. I would like to thank all stuffs and
students there.
In my student days, I attended the meetings of the Physical Society of Japan
(JPS), the Biophysical Society of Japan (BSJ) and the Protein Science
Society of Japan (PSSJ). I also attended the several meetings of the Grantin-Aid for scientific Research on Innovative Areas “Target recognition and
expression mechanism of intrinsically disordered protein”. These meetings
provided great opportunities for me to meet experts on statistical physics,
non-equilibrium systems, biophysics and protein science. I am grateful to
them for the fruitful discussions.
Associate Professor Yukito Iba at the Institute of Statistical Mathematics
gave me chances to talk about my studies in the seminars related to Monte
Carlo simulations. I first met Associate Professor Koji Hukushima at the
University of Tokyo in one of those seminars. When I saw him at the
wedding party of Dr. Ohzeki in September 2014, he encouraged me not
to give up getting a Ph.D. degree, and he set a time limit: March, 2015.
Fortunately, it looks like I am going to make it.

In a JPS meeting, I first met Assistant Professor Masashi Fujii at the University of Tokyo and Dr. Hirofumi Niiya at Nagoya University. I was
surprised to know their busy schedules of presentations, and I thought that
I should be more active. Associate Professor Akinori Awazu at Hiroshima
University and Associate Professor Yuichi Togashi at Hiroshima University
gave me some comments and suggestions on my studies. Research Associate
Masamichi J. Miyama at Tohoku University once came and stayed at my
room in Kyoto after Dr. Ohzeki’s wedding party, and we discussed what is
important to do a good study on science.
Professor Junichi Higo in Institute for Protein Research at Osaka University, Professor Motonori Ota at Nagoya University and Associate Professor
Munehito Arai at the University of Tokyo gave me chances to talk in a
seminar, a workshop and a symposium. They gave me a lot of comments
on my studies, and these helped me to find what I should do next.
Dr. Ryotaro Koike, who is an Assistant Professor of Ota laboratory at
Nagoya University, told me about the story of his Ph.D. student days and
postdoc days. When I was not confident in my study, he advised me to write
a paper in order to clarify the purpose and meaning of the study. After that
comment, I realized what I should do, and I could concentrate on writing a
paper. Assistant Professor Sotaro Fuchigami at Yokohama City University
gave me the advice that it is better to prepare a single take-home message
for the audience in a short presentation so as not to spend a lot of time to
add and modify the details which are not related to the main theme. That
is the basic strategy to prepare for a presentation today.
Dr. Tomoshi Kameda, who is a Senior Research Scientist at National Institute of Advanced Industrial Science and Technology, gave me a lot of time
to discuss my studies and my future career with me. Dr. Kota Kasahara in
Institute for Protein Research at Osaka University told me about the story
of his thesis defense, and he gave me his doctorial thesis. I learned how
a doctorial thesis should be from his thesis. Dr. Kazuo Yamashita in Immunology Frontier Research Center at Osaka University told me about his
experience in his Ph.D. student days and about changing his research field.

Assistant Professor Takayuki Amemiya at Nagoya University, Dr. Satoshi
Omori at Yokohama City University and Dr. Shinji Matsushita at Kyoto
University also told me their stories of Ph.D. student days. Dr. Hiroo Kenzaki at RIKEN and Assistant Professor Hiromitsu Shimoyama at Kitasato
University taught me a lot about protein simulations. Assistant Professor
Hafumi Nishi at Tohoku University told me not to care about failing to get
a Ph.D. degree within a time frame because there are many such people. I
would like to go to the BSJ and PSSJ meetings to see them, and I would
like to say “I finally got a Ph.D. degree”. Of course, if I succeed in getting
it.
In the “Seminar on Simulations of Intrinsically Disordered Protein”, I discussed the IDP related topics with Dr. Koji Umezawa at Waseda University
and Dr. Jinzen Ikebe at Japan Atomic Energy Agency. Associate Professor Yasunori Aizawa at Tokyo Institute of Technology, who I first met at
the seminar, invited me to his laboratory. After my presentation, he kindly
planned for me to visit several laboratories in Graduate School of Bioscience
and Biotechnology. I deeply appreciate his gracious hospitality.
After I failed to graduate from Osaka University, Professor Shoji Takada at
Kyoto University gave me a job opportunity in 2014. I would like to offer my
special thanks to Kouya Sakuma, who is a member of Takada laboratory.
He read many parts of my thesis carefully, and gave me a lot of helpful
comments about the contents and my English. He has a lot of knowledge
about biology and chemistry, and he is also interested in physics. He taught
me a lot about molecular biology and biochemistry. We discussed the basic
theories and the applications of protein sciences. I’m looking forward to his
future studies about protein design. I bet he will surprise us by designing
wonderful proteins beyond our imagination.
I am grateful to all the reviewers of this thesis. Associate Professor Koichi
Fujimoto in the Department of Biological Sciences at Osaka University,
who is one of the reviewers, taught me how to explain theoretical works
convincingly to experimentalist in the field of biology. I would like to follow
his advice to tell them about my theoretical studies.

At the end, I would like to thank my supervisor Professor Macoto Kikuchi.
He gave me a lot of time to discuss the results of simulations and to write
papers. He commented on my poorly written English, and I learned a lot
from his comments. Even after I dropped out from the Ph.D. course, he
also gave me a lot of time. I am still not sure whether he is really interested
in my research or not, but someday, I would like to please him by my study.
Nobu C. Shirai
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